
Guardian Wireless Temperature Monitoring System 
 

  

Avoid the Monday Morning Madness 

Imagine coming to work on Monday morning 
only to discover the fridge failed over the 
weekend. That’s all the stock wasted, as well 
as the time required to buy new stock and the 
lost sales in-between. 

If only you had known as soon as the fridge 
had failed you could have done something; or 
been prepared. 

Wireless Temperature Monitoring  

The Guardian system uses the latest wireless 
technology to transmit temperature readings 
from battery powered sensors to the 
Guardian hub. The hub then forwards the 
data via a broadband connection or mobile 3G 
network to the dedicated Guardian web 
server. 

Be warned AS a problem is occurring 

The system will send out high and low alarms, 
as emails, to multiple recipients to warn of 
possible threats to the product. All data, 
graphs and alarms can be viewed on any 
computer, smart phone or tablet, which has 
internet connectivity. Instant SMS and email 
alerts provide peace of mind. 

A ‘live screen’ can be selected to give a 
constant, updated, display of all temperatures 
and alarm conditions. This screen can be left 
running as a permanent display of 
temperatures. 

See the results from anywhere 

By logging on with a user name and password 
Guardian users can view their temperature 

data in table or graph formats and can select 
any time period to view historical data.  

Clients can authorise an unlimited number of 
users, including staff, auditors, customers, 
suppliers etc. with secure password protected 
login ID’s. 

Quick and easy 3-Step Installation 

Using wireless technology there are minimal 
installation or set up costs to start monitoring 
valuable stock: 

1. Fit batteries where required and 
place sensors in the areas to be 
monitored. 

2. Place the Hub in a convenient 
location and attach power. 

3. Log on to the internet and view live 
data. 

Live ‘real time’ data 

 No delays, real time graphs and tables. 

 View on any PC, tablet or smart phone 

 No software to install 

 Permanent, updated, live display feature 

Stay in control with instant updates 

 Receive alarms the 

moment things go wrong 

via email or SMS. 

 Avoid waste, reduce 

energy costs and ensure 

that temperatures have 

NEVER gone above safe 

storage levels. 

 

Features 

 Low cost wireless temperature 
sensor transmitters. 

 Access data from any internet 
enabled device anywhere in the 
world. 

 Email and text alarms to multiple 
contacts when temperatures go out 
of limits, power fails or doors are 
left open 

 24/7 monitoring with recording and 
alarms. 

 24/7 access to data. 

 Sensors can report to any hub.  

 No software required. 

 Unlimited number of users with 
secure password protected login 
ID’s. 

 Unlimited secure data storage and 
access to years of archives. 

 Worldwide access to data on any 
internet enabled device. 

 Unlimited alarm and warning 
emails. 

 Automatic free upgrades to server. 

 HACCP Compliant 

 Provides complete cold chain 
verification. 

Benefits 

 Fast and easy installation. 

 Reduce stock losses and wastage. 

 Save energy with continuous 
monitoring. 

 No software to load so no 
compatibility issues due to new 
computer operating systems. 

 Lower cost than recording 
temperatures by hand. 

 Remote access to live data saves 
money having staff on site 

 
Sensor Specifications  

 -30°C to 80°C temperature range  

 0.5°C accuracy  

 0.1° resolution 

 0 to 100% humidity range 

 4.5% accuracy  

 Wireless transmission up to 150m 
(free field) 

 Replaceable AAA batteries 

 Sample rate: 45s 

 58mm x 65mm x 21mm 
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